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1 Summary 
.< . 

Radiological examinations are increasingly based on sequences *--  
of cross-sectional images. In current clinical applications, :fz< 
the three-dimensional (3D) relationships contained in these'd- 
examinations must be inferred by the observer through analysis:,): 
of multiple two-dimensional (2D) images. In this Paper, 5::. 
methods for the direct display of 3D gray level data are 
investigated. In the chosen approach, the 3D presentation of 
bone and Skin surface serves to orient the viewer, while 
planar ref ormation and/or transparent pro j ections can be ;*::, 
applied for the assessment of soft tissue structures in- +*,Y 

.,regions of interest. The resulting images represent the~.. 
original image data in a way that is more suitable f~r.-+~.,, 
observation of 3D relationships than the conventional &$ 
cross-sectional viewing mode. This may facilitate the $ 
diagnostic process and enhance the interpretability of the . i( 
images. Routine clinical application of this technique' "$9 
requires special computer hardware. - L4 

I Introduction 

I An ever-increasing number of medical diagnostic images are 

obtained from X-ray Computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI), and Positron Emission Tomography 

(PET), which produce sequences of two-dirnensional(2D) 

cross-sectional slices. The current predominant method of 

analyzing these images is by sequential observation of&* $4 
individual 2D slices and the viewer's subsequent 'mental 

reconstruction' of three-dimensional(3D) relationships. - .. 
Computerized reformations of CT scans have produced 3D 

perspective display of bony anatomy that have proved 

clinically useful in craniofacial surgery and orthopedics 
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(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9). A general application of this procedure 

in diagnostic radiology is limited by the fact that only 

predefined surfaces (mostly bone) can be visualized and that 

all other information is not used or lost in the reformation 

process. The classic approach requires a-priori knowledge of 

the gray scale properties of the lesion in order that a 

restricted region for 3D display be selected. In diagnostic 

radiology , however, the aim of the diagnostic process is 

precisely to find and define such regions. It is thus 

generally not possible to produce a 3D presentation of 

structures other than bone or skin surface prior to viewing 

the original gray scale images. General diagnostic application 

of 3D display techniques therefore requires presentation of 

the gray scale range for analysis. A few recent investigations 

have dealt with the software and hardware problems of 

displaying 3D tomographic volumes that preserve the entire 

original gray scale data (10,11,12,13,17). It is the objective 

of this paper to evaluate viewing operations that allow the 

exploration of gray level volumes. 

Material 

The viewing operations are demonstrated with five data sets as 

shown in table 1. 

case modality matrix size slices device 

1 CT 512 X 512 123 Siemens Somatom DR 3 

2 MRI 256 X 256 128 Siemens Magnetom 

3 MRI 256 X 256 128 Siemens Magnetom 

4 MRI 256 X 256 26 Philips Gyroscan 

Table 1: Data used for the 3D-presentation 

The images were produced with the program system VOXEL-MAN-8 

(8 stands for eight bit gray scale resolution), that we have 

developed in our institute during the past two years. It is 

the extension of VOXEL-MAN-1 which works on binary aata only. 

VOXEL-MAN-8 is written in PASCAL and implemented on a 

VAX-11/780 computer. The resulting images are displayed on a 

VTE Picturecom or a Comtal-Vision-One display system. 



Fig. 1. Principlt: UL ~iit: LCLY LL~GIIIY ~ L Y ULI ~hm. In the sho. 
example a simple distance image is produced from the intensi 
prof ile. 

- 
Method and Results 

Preprocessing. To save storage space we compressed the CT 

values to a dynamic range of 256 gray values. To achieve cubic 

volume elements ('voxels') a linear interpolation of the 

intensity values between the original slices is performed. In 

order to produce a view from a desired perspective the entire 

image volume is rotated in the computer memory by resampling 

the data. Trilinear interpolation is used for the assignment 

of the gray scale values in the resampled volume. 

Generalized projections. The rotated volume can now be viewed 

by a set of simple 'projections', as shown in fig. 1. The 

intensity profile along rays through the volume are analyzed 

and the computed parameters are written onto the image plane. 

One simple parameter is the distance of the skin surface (as 

shown in fig. I), which produces a simple surface image when 

the distance is mapped into an inverse gray scale. There are 

various other parameters. The images obtained this way can be 

considered as generalized projections of the object onto the 

image plane. The following basic projections ' 

implemented and tested: 
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7- Projection of a surf ace. The computationally least expensive 

way of projecting a surface onto an image plane is distance 

shading, the computation of the inverse of the distance to 

each surface voxel. For a more realistic impression of the 

surface, shading methods (gradient shading) that take the 

surface inclination into account have been developed (2): In 

our implementation, gray scale data is utilized to produce 

surface shading based on the partial volume averaging effect. 

Here the gray values in the nesighborhood of the surface voxel 

are used as a measure of the relative volume' of adjacent 

tissue types(air/skin, soft tissue/bone) within the voxel. 

These relative volumes are related to the surface inclination. 

Thus the gray level gradient can be considered as a measure 

for surface inclination. This method ('gray level gradient 

shading') has been used in this study. It is described in 

greater detail elsewhere ( 1 4 1 5 )  Examples of a bone and a 

skin surface are shown in fig. 2. 

Fig.2. Surface images. Left: Bone surface of a skull with an 
oblique cut (CT, case 1). Right: Skin surface of a head (MRI, 
case 2 ) . 

,_Projection of cut planes. Here only the gray values in the 

-,chosen plane are used to produce a new tomographic image. This 

.is in principle the Same as conventional reformatting. When, 

however, the cuts are displayed together with the remaining 

Skin surface, the orientation of the cut plane becomes 

.! apparent immediately. This is demonstrated f ig . 4. 



Transparent projections. In cases where the region of interest 

is not within a single plane, we can use an imaging mode 

similar to the classic X-ray projection. Here the intensity 

value in the image plane is computed simply by summing up the 

gray values in a certain range of the projection ray. In 

contrast to the classic X-ray technique, we can here choose 

which spatial range(depth) and/or intensity range is to be 

included in the projection. Fig. 3 shows as an example a 

look-through-projection of a layer of 2 cm along the skin 

surface of a human knee. As an advantage of this procedure 

vessels not being in one plane become visible in a single 

image. The Same result is achieved when the Same operation is 

applied to a human head. 

Fig.3. Selective transparent projection. Left: Layer of 1 cm 
along a knee (MRI, case 4). Right: Layer of 0.5 cm along the 
surface of a head (MRI, case 2). 

The described procedure is unique in enabling us to produce 

new images by combining these projections in a variety of 

ways: Skin OS bone surfaces are displayed primarily for the 

orientation of the viewer in 3D space. The 

diagnostic assessment, however, can be performed on gray level 

planes and/or transparent projections that can be variously 

combined into this coordinate system, according to the 

viewer's decision. Fig. 5 shows as an example of multiple 

surfaces a head where bone and skin have been peeled off thus 

opening up the view to the brain. The surface structure of the 



brain is different in both hemispheres. Views containing 

multiple cuts enable the "dissection" of the brain uncovering I 
a tumor in the right hemisphere. 

For the exploration of the correlation of different kinds of 

objects such as soft tissue and bone structures "selective 

reformatting" has turned out to be a useful tool (fig. 6). As 

an example reformatting is performed only for soft tissue with 

exception of a tumor. In a further example the bones around a 

temporomandibular joint (TMJ) are excluded from' reformation 

and presented as surfaces. This procedure allows the 

assessment of the soft tissue structure around the TMJ. 

Use of color. The described procedure differs from classic 

tomography in that a single image can contain more than one 

kind of pictorial representation. If this representation is 

displayed only in gray scale, image ambiguities may occur. For 

example the meaning of a certain shade of gray depends upon 

its location within the image. The assignment of a unique 

color to the different constituents of the image, such as cut 

planes or object surfaces, helps to ensure an unambiguous 

perception of the image. 

Fig.4. Combined surface and cross-sectional images (MRI, I 
case 2). The location of the MRI slice becomes immmediately I 

apparent (left). Multiple cross-sections allow the 
3D-exploration of the gray level volume (right). 

Fig.5. Imaging a brain tumor (MRI, case 3). Left: A.multiple 
surface image shws that the appearance of the brain is 
different in both hemisperes. Right: A dissection uncovers 
the tumor in the right hemisphere and allows the measurement 
of its location. 

Fig.6. Selective reformatting allows the exploration of tissue 
structures around interesting 3D-objects. Left: Reformation 
around a tumor (MRI, case 3 ) .  Right: Reformation around a 
temporomandibular joint ( CT, case 1 ) . 



Fig. 6 



Discussion 

Relevance for radiology. Until recently, radiology was 

restricted to planar images of three dimensional objects. This 

restriction was due to technical limitations rather than to 

radiologic needs. In the past few years, we have become able 

to generate 3D images of bony structures, a technique that is 

increasingly used in craniofacial surgery and orthopedics. The 

methods presented in this paper extends the existing 

technology, applying it to diagnostic radiology so that we can 

view cross-sectional gray level image sequences in three 

dimensions. Once the three dimensional context of the outer 

surface and/or bone is available for orientation we can 

"navigate" visually within the object without having to rely 

upon a mental 3D-reconstruction. 

Technical approach. For a clinical application the major 

technical problem involves the achievement of sufficiently 

high speed for an interactive operation. In pure surface 

display a variety of data structures can be used for the fast 

manipulation of 3D objects (1,3,7,16). If we want to rotate a 

gray scale object for inspection without knowing its structure 

(e. g. surfaces), we have basically the choice between two 

ways of implementation: 1) to compute the intensity values in 

the image plane from the original data whenever we make a 

projection, or 2) + rotate the CT volume once and simply scan 
lines or columns of the rotated matrices for the projections. 

The first technique is used effectively in most methods 

displaying surfaces only, since the original data are 

generally compressed to binary data describing a surface only. 

In some cases even further compression is applied (1). When we 

deal with gray level data we are confronted with at least 

8 times more information (8 bits instead of one bit/voxel). In 

such cases the second approach has proved more effective in 

our study. It turned out that for inspecting the gray level 

information inside the object, a small number of viewing 

directions (three or less) are sufficient. The object can then 

be explored through simple variation of the projections. It 

is, however, decisive that perspective projection is used for 

&he generation of the images. Otherwise cuts and windows do 
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not look threedimensional. , *:; -* 

&.4.,. 

In the experimental environment the rotation of a volums 1 .  
i.! , 

25b3 voxels took between 15 and 30 CPU-minutes. 
The projections took between 10 and 60 seconds each. Such times ,, 

are certainly not sufficient for daily clinical work, but \. 
could be tolerated in a research environment. For routine 

clinical applications, more powerful hardware is definiteiy 

necessary. We are, however, convinced that hardware solutions _; 
should not be implemented until studies such as the present kd.' 
one have determined which operations are really useful. 

*=i . 
Otherwise it is possible that trivial properties, which tbm 

User might find useful, could not be included in the system. 

+ semantic a t t r i b u t e s  look-through p r o j e c t i o n s  of 

Future development 

The program VOXEL-MAN-8 can be considered as one step within 

an evolution from pure surface visualisation to an object 

oriented exploration of volume data(see fig. 7). In a further 

advanced state then projections such as 'show pathological 

regions of gray matter with transparent brain surface' could 

be possible. A prerequisite is an object representation, that 

also contains semantical attributec in each voxel (membership 

to a certain Organ, normal abnormal etc.). The automatic 

determination of such attributes is nontrivial, but at least 

in the case of MRI not hopeless. As a first step towards the 



VOXEL-MAN-N, we have implemented a second volume('attribute 

v , n l ~ . ~ ' , i  &.b.;r8 ,q- ~ z t s i r r  attrihutes which presently are 

determined in an semiautomatic way. 

Conclusion 

We have demonstrated a method of viewing 3D tomographic data 

that uses 3D skin and bone surface display for the viewers 

orientation, while planar reformation and/or transparent 

projections can be applied for the assessment of soft tissue 

structures in regions of interest. Instead of being 

constrained to parallel planar images, we can 'navigate' 

within the threedimensional surface and bone anatomy and 

choose optimum viewing conditions according to the anatomic 

environment. The described software Solution is certainly not 

yet fast enough for routine clinical application. For research 

application, however, the processing time (10 - 60 sec/view) 
with computers found in radiological research environments 

seems to be tolerable. For a final specification of clinical 

hardware solutions further research work of the described kind 

has to be done. 
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